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With original character voices and movie sound effects from the award-winning film, The Lion King,

this thrilling read-along brings all the action to life. Readers can turn the pages at the sound of the

chime and follow along with the word-for-word narration on the CD!
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My daughter and I love this book! Lion King was always one of my favorites when I was little, and

now it's one of hers too. This book went beyond my expectations. It has the real voices from the

movie playing the characters and has sound effects and music in the background. It certainly is

worth the 6.99  charges for it!

Like other reviewers have said -- it would have been SO much better to have some of the fantastic

music from the movie. My kids like it, but they are little and are frightened of the scary pics. Also,

since mine are little, I wish the pages were a little thicker...not looking for a board book, but these

pages seemed really thin and more likely to tear with normal 2 & 4 year old use.

The narrator is very good. Chime sound to tell you to turn pages. Voices from movie. Unfortunarely

the book and pages are very thin and stick together, making it easy to rip. These are not the same



Disney read along as the 80's.

I got a ton of these Disney CD Read Along Books for my first grade listening center. My kids really

love them since many of my students are already familiar with most of these stories. This seller was

better than others.

These stories are good, and the CDs give great sound effects from the film, but they run so long that

the kids get bored of hearing it before the book is finished. They should cut about 5 pages from the

length because the age group these books are meant for is very young, and the book is way too

long for them.

Gave this to my three year old granddaughter for Christmas. She loves the Lion King and has many

of the characters in stuffed animals. Now she sits happily in her chair in her room and holds her

friends and reads along as she listens to the story. Great learning device and most entertaining!

I'm disappointed that it doesn't have ANY of the Lion King songs included in the read-along, but I

guess it's my own fault for not thoroughly reading the item description before purchasing. My kids

(4.5 years and 2 years) still like to listen to it when in the car, but had I known beforehand that there

was zero music (just reading), I would have looked for something else.

My 2 year old grandson loves The Lion King. I took a chance on ordering these that he might be too

young for the book. HE LOVED IT!! It seems he wants grandma to help him "read" it every time he

visits. It seems he thinks Grandma is reading it instead of the CD. What a great concept - a talking

book for children. Try it, you will like it.
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